Parameter estimation is one of the important stages of regression analysis. In the regression analysis, while parameter estimation by classical methods there are a number of assumptions need to be satisfied. One of them is error are normally distributed. In the case that the data sets have outliers, providing of this assumption becomes more difficult. When a data set has outliers, robust methods such as the M method (Huber, Hampel, Andrews and Tukey) are used for estimating parameters. In this paper the Adaptive Network Based Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) is used to parameter estimation which is the neural network architecture based type-II fuzzy logic. The proposed method has the properties of a robust method, because the process does not give permission to the intuitional and is not affected by the outliers. Consequently, another aim of this study is, to compare the proposed method with the robust methods that are mentioned above.
Introduction
The first serious step for the fuzzy set theory has been taken in 1965 by Lotfi A. Zadeh. The last 35 years, the theory and application of fuzzy sets have been developed rapidly. If there is uncertainty in the components of the membership function, fuzzy set is converted in to Type-II fuzzy set. It can be say that Type-II fuzzy logic is a gener-alization of Type-I fuzzy logic in the sense that fuzziness is not only limited to the linguistic variables but also is present in definition of the component of membership function. Some of the studies on Type-II fuzzy logic given as follows: Türkşen (1999) , described the fuzzy rules for both the Type-I and Type-II fuzzy logic theory. Karnik and Mendel (1999) defined a Type-II fuzzy inference system whit uncertainty rules. They also provided a practical algorithm for performing union, intersection and complement to Type-II fuzzy sets (Karnik and Mendel, 2001 ). , described the advances for general and interval Type-II fuzzy logic system in the study titled Advance in Type-II fuzzy sets and systems. Definitions of robust M methods which are commonly used in the literature (for details, see [4, 6, 7, 8, 11, 16] ).
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the Section 2 the general information about Type-II fuzzy logic are given. In the Section 3 which is the main part of this article, special algorithm for parameter estimation by ANFIS in case where the component of membership function is fuzzy is given. Finally numerical example is given in Section 4.
Type-II Fuzzy Logic
Type-II fuzzy set, originally introduced by Zadeh as a generalization of concept of ordinary fuzzy set (Zadeh, 1975) . Type-II fuzzy sets are characterized by suitable membership function. The degree of each element of Type-II fuzzy set is takes values in interval [0, 1] . Since the membership degree in the Type-I fuzzy set is a crisp number in [0,1], Type-II is different from Type-I. If there is uncertainty in membership degree, in the shape of membership function or in some of parameters, Type-II fuzzy sets can be used . When the membership of an element cannot determine in a set as 0 or 1, Type-I fuzzy sets are used [12] [13] [14] [15] . Similarly, when the situation is so fuzzy that trouble determining the membership degree even as a crisp number in [0,1], Type-II fuzzy sets are used. There are many real-world problems the exact form of the membership functions are indeterminable. Consider the fuzzy set characterized by normal membership function with standard deviation and mean can take values in [m 1 , m 2 ] , the membership function is defined as;
and in both cases µ(x) is a fuzzy set. In this study, the unknown parameters of regression model will be obtained in the event of the independent variables are fuzzy sets that characterized by normal membership function and mean of the membership function is a fuzzy number like as m ∈ [m 1 , m 2 ] . Fuzzy adaptive network based fuzzy inference system will be used in order to obtain the unknown parameters of regression model [1, 2] . In this study, the unknown parameters of regression model are determined by used the algorithm for parameter estimation that given in Section three. In this regression model independent variables are fuzzy sets and characterized by Gaussian membership function. The mean that one of the components of the membership function is a fuzzy number like as m ∈ [m 1 , m 2 ]. Fuzzy adaptive network will be used in obtain the unknown parameters of regression model that based fuzzy logic and Type-II fuzzy set.
An Algorithm for Parameter Estimation
The determination process of unknown regression parameters is begins with definition class numbers of independent variables. Than the priori parameters of each class are obtained which are characterized the distribution. In this work independent variables are come from Gaussian distribution than we are interested in center (m)and spread (σ). The algorithm to determine the unknown parameters of regression model is defined as follows: STEP 1: Class numbers of independent variables are determinate heuristically. STEP 2: A priori parameter set include center and spread is determined. These parameters values are depend on class number of independent variables and its range. STEP 3: w L weights are calculated using the membership function of Gaussian distribution. These weights are outputs from the third layer of the adaptive network and obtained by the following ways; The h th node in the first layer of the adaptive network is defined as
Where fuzzy cluster related to fuzzy rules are indicated with F 1 , F 2 , ..., F h and µ F h is the membership function related to F h . Membership functions for F h are defined as
Here, {m h , σ h } is priori parameter set suitable for Gaussin distribution and m is a fuzzy parameter and takes values in the range of m ∈ [m 1 , m 2 ]. w L weights are obtained from the multiplication of these membership degrees and defined as w 
Setting out from the models and weights specified in Step 3, the prediction values are obtained usingŶ
STEP 6: The amount of the error of the model is obtained by
n . If ε < φ, the process is completed. Then the posteriori parameter has been determinate as parameters of regression model. If ε ≥ φ, then Step 7 is begins. Here, φ is a small fixed value that determinate by decision makers.
STEP7: Central priori parameters specified in Step 2 are updated with m h = m h ± t. Here, t is size of step; t = max(xji)−min(xji) a ; j = 1, 2, ..., n; i = 1, 2, ..., p and a is stable value which is determinant of size of step and therefore iteration number. STEP 8: Predictions for each priori parameter obtained by change and error criterion related to these predictions are counted with ε k = Y k − Y k . Here; Y k is k. predicted outcome and Y k is k. network output of input vector. The lowest of error criterion is defined. Priori parameters giving the lowest error specified, and prediction obtained via the models related to these parameters is taken as output.
Application
Data set used in numerical application is selected from the literature and consists of one dependent variable which is indicated by Y and two independent variables which are indicated by X 1 and X 2 . The data set have 30 observations and two of them are outliers. Outlier observation numbers are 22 and 25. This data set is given in Table 1 . The algorithm proposed in Section three and the defined methods M (Huber, Hampel, Tukey, Andrews) were executed with programs written in MATLAB. From the program, the regression models based fuzzy inference systems are as follows; Regression model estimates, which are obtained from robust regression methods and the least squares method (LSM), are located in Table 2 . The residuals,which belong to estimates for LSM, belong to estimates for models from robust regression methods and belong to estimates from regression models for network, are located in Table 3 . The weights related to the observations that are used in estimation methods for regression models, are located in Table 4 . The weights for robust methods are expression of that observation's effect on one model for each of the outlier observations of the robust method. On the other hand, weight obtained from the network is an expression of that observation's effect on more than one model, which are expressed in Equation (4.1). For this reason, eight different weights, which are called membership degrees of observation, are located in Table 4 . The residuals, which belong to estimates from regression models in Equation (4.1) and belong to estimates for models from robust regression methods, are located in Table 4 . The proposed algorithm was executed with a program written in MATLAB. In the stage of step operating, data sets have one dependent variables and this variable has an outlier observation.
The defined methods M (Huber, Hampel, Tukey, Andrews) were executed with programs written in MATLAB. The residuals of from the robust methods and LSM are large, but the residuals from the proposed algorithm based network are small. This is because, this method depend on fuzzy clustering.
As it can be seen in a numerical example, error related to estimations obtained via the network according to error criterion is lower than errors obtained via all the other methods. The membership degrees of the observation to belong to the models in Equation 
Conclusion
In this study, independent variables are Gaussian distributed and regression models are formed by adaptive network using membership functions that are produced for Gaussian distribution. Since the central parameter m that one of the posteriori parameters is uncertain and takes values in the range m ∈ [m 1 , m 2 ] the unknown parameters of regression model are obtained as fuzzy number. To demonstrate the validity of the regression model that obtained from adaptive network, the predicted values from this model are compared whit predicted values from least square estimates and predicted values from robust methods. In case of the data set have outliers, according to the indicated error criterion, the error related to the predictions that are obtained from the adaptive network are less than errors obtained from the other methods.
